Metric of global texture direction Based on wavelet modulus maxima threshold selection and Power Spectrum
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Abstract. The present study proposes a metric algorithm for image texture orientation to establish the corresponding mathematical model. First, the image power spectrum is obtained through wavelet maximum edge detection and edge expansion of the texture image. Then threshold image power is set to acquire multiple sets of texture power vector. Then the sum of texture power vector sets makes global power vector, quantitative value of global texture direction. At last, precision of sector and global texture direction under different threshold values is tested on multiple linear stripe and wood texture images. Test results on these two texture databases have a high consistency with human visual perception. It can be concluded that the proposed metric algorithm of texture direction measurement can satisfy the need of high accuracy of man-machine texture recognition model.

Introduction

As a description to distinguish significant characteristics of object and area, an important image information consist of the texture. Texture research purpose is to extract images, described the essential characteristics of the object, and then segmenting image, classification and recognition that describing the object's mathematical characteristics. The research of the main direction of texture can calculate the goal displacement on image, restoring image via the main texture direction, forecasting the weather by the satellite cloud, calculating the direction and intensity of erosion phenomenon and the relative displacement between the subject and target on image. It also calculates surface contour and wood processing according to the texture direction. Therefore, the research of the main direction of texture has broad application prospects.

Research shows that periodic, orientation and randomness are the most important three factors to representation of texture. There are many literatures of the direction of texture and the expression method. It has been proposed based on 2D wavelet transform texture model. The texture is decomposed for periodic components, directional composition and random component in the model. Testing texture direction based on Tamura, the calculation is simple, but the direction measure precision not enough, especially for arrangement irregular texture image is not sensitive. Using parallelogram expression texture directivity is proposed in [4]. Two adjacent sides of parallelogram is direction of the texture composition. Based on difference function, [5] shows the method of calculation an image texture directional size according to the research for an image’s texture by Karu. In addition, [6] put forward a method to extract texture area directional component according to texture of second order or higher order statistics characteristic.

To sum up, most of the texture directional measure method in essence are based on the classical statistics, focusing on the texture local mode and the description of the rules, and did not reflect the texture as a global pattern directional representation. And this kind of directional representation is consistent with human visual perception of the directional texture. The emphasis of the paper tired to give a global texture directional measurement. This paper focus on the wavelet maxima edge detection with multi-scale and multidirectional measurement features, combined with the power spectrum, obtained a description of the global grain orientation power vector and measure algorithm.
And with Brodatz grain image source as experimental material gives the measurement model of the global texture direction.

**Edge detection**

The edge is the most important characteristics of the wood texture to outline the geometric characteristics of the texture, pass the trees to grow a variety of information, and is an important feature of the description of the wood texture direction. It provides valuable and important characteristic parameter for the analysis of the main texture of wood.

The traditional texture detection achieved method is by means of the airspace differential operator for convolution, played the role of the high pass filter. The operator usually use near the edge of the first or second order derivative changing characteristics, so is often sensitive to variation of image noise. Not only is the efficiency of noise reduction poor, and easy to import noise. And the edge of the wavelet analysis has many advantages of resolution and reduces the noise.

Because every texture separated from another and their points often represent every texture direction, so this paper adopted multiscale modulus maxima of wavelet transform edge detection method.

**Algorithm Principle**

Let as a two-dimensional smoothing function, which the integral of in the entire plane is 1, and x or y is infinite distance converges to 0. Wavelet function are the two first order derivative’s along directions of the x and y.

\[
\psi_{1}(x, y) = \frac{\partial \theta_{x}(x, y)}{\partial x}, \quad \psi_{2}(x, y) = \frac{\partial \theta_{y}(x, y)}{\partial y}.
\]

So two component for convolution-type wavelet transform in scale for N:

\[
\begin{align*}
WT^{1}_{N} f(x, y) &= f(x, y) * \psi_{N}^{1}(x, y) \\
&= N \frac{\partial f(x, y) * \theta_{x}(x, y)}{\partial x} \tag{1}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
WT^{2}_{N} f(x, y) &= f(x, y) * \psi_{N}^{2}(x, y) \\
&= N \frac{\partial f(x, y) * \theta_{y}(x, y)}{\partial y} \tag{2}
\end{align*}
\]

where * is convolution operation, N=2.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
W_{1}^{1} f(x, y) \\
W_{2}^{2} f(x, y)
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{N} \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} (f * \theta_{x})(x, y) \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial y} (f * \theta_{y})(x, y)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= N \nabla (f * \theta_{1})(x, y) \tag{3}
\]

In the point , vector modulus of :

\[
M_{f}(x, y) = \left\|WT^{1}_{N} f(x, y) \right\|^2 + \left\|WT^{2}_{N} f(x, y) \right\|^2 \tag{4}
\]

the angle between Gradient vector and horizontal shaft:

\[
A_{f}(x, y) = \arctan \left( \frac{WT^{1}_{N} f(x, y)}{WT^{2}_{N} f(x, y)} \right) \tag{5}
\]

The trend of the edge of wood texture image rings is perpendicular to gradient direction vector. Rings edge corresponds to the direction of amplitude angle which is modulus maxima points. According to analyzing maximum points corresponding mode and the angle can get multi-scale edge image.
Multiscale Texture Analysis and Improved Algorithm

Algorithm mentioned is for the more common edge detection methods of wavelet modulus maxima. Threshold selection, scale size and edge blending need to further be improved in the edge detection of wood texture.

(1) Threshold Calculation
Because the false edges information are stored in second or third layers of wavelet details in wavelet analysis and each layer threshold should decreased when the larger scale. The author used setting the local stratified threshold. If $th$ is the initial threshold and $n$ is layers, then each layer threshold determined by

$$th_n = th_0 \times (1 - 0.2 \times 2^n)$$

(2) Edge Blending
When each scale of edge information has been detected, edge blending can obtain the complete edge image. The study found that the main factor is wood texture rings. If the traditional adjacent layer edge blending method is used in wood texture. Edge will become blurring and texture feature is not obvious in the image which the interval among ring texture is small. In view of this situation, the author used expansion method which the pixel threshold is three for edge blending.

Fourier Spectrum Analysis Texture Direction

By means of the Fourier spectrum frequency characteristic, spectrum method describes directivity of two-dimensional model image model which is cycle or approximate cycle. It can reflect the information of the texture direction. If the texture image has strong component toward a direction, high amplitude value of $F(u \cdot \nu)$ will be arranged in a particular direction and the direction and texture direction are perpendicular. If texture direction going is not obvious, $F(u \cdot \nu)$ has not any explicit directions. In figure 3, the spectrum diagram is desultorily and energy cannot be concentrated for the random texture.

Algorithm Principle of Fourier Spectrum

Two dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2DFT) in image is defined as

$$F(u, v) = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) \exp\left\{-2\pi i \left(\frac{ux}{M} + \frac{uy}{N}\right)\right\}$$

where $=0,1,...,M-1; =0,1,...,N-1$;

The definition of two-dimensional discrete Fourier transform is complex number, we recorded as :

$$F(u, v) = R(u, v) + jI(u, v)$$

$$R(u, v) = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) \cos\left\{2\pi \left(\frac{ux}{M} + \frac{uy}{N}\right)\right\}$$

$$I(u, v) = -\frac{1}{MN} \sum_{x=0}^{M-1} \sum_{y=0}^{N-1} f(x, y) \sin\left\{2\pi \left(\frac{ux}{M} + \frac{uy}{N}\right)\right\}$$

Where $R(u, v)$ and $I(u, v)$ are $F(u, v)$ real part and imaginary part, Two dimensional discrete Fourier transform spectrum:

$$|F(x, y)| = [R^2(x, y) + I^2(x, y)]^{1/2}$$

The power spectrum:

$$P(u, v) = |F^2(x, y)| = R^2(u, v) + I^2(u, v)$$

Power spectrum represents signal energy of the image in the spatial distribution of frequency domain.

Global Texture Direction Algorithm Based on The Power Spectrum

Spectrum diagram energy focused on a certain direction of the texture, namely direction of the energy concentration is perpendicular to the texture orientation. Fourier spectrum diagram can reflect orientation of the original texture image. It is possible to calculate the original texture direction from corresponding Fourier spectrum image. It does not require accurate processing in texture synthesis.
field, as long as meeting the required for the human eye vision. A texture image for square image $f_{xy}(x,y)$, two-dimensional Fourier transform to get power spectrum $P_{u,v}$, where $u,v=0,1,\ldots,M$.

According to the power spectrum, the author puts forward a the power spectrum method based on threshold value to texture direction algorithm. The power spectrum $P_{u,v}$ transforms for polar coordinates the function $P(\theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} r^2 e^{i\theta}$. To set up fixed value $\theta$, $r$ sums to get image energy is in 0 to 180 degrees.

Setting the power threshold $P_{th}$, the continuous variation of the group $P(\theta)$ is greater than the power threshold $P_{th}$, when $\theta$ changed in the 0 to 180 degrees. $P_{th} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} r^2 e^{i\theta}$ are obtained by accumulating. ($P(\theta) > P_{th}$, $0 < k_1 < k_2 < 180$, group number ) ; Between $k_1$ and $k_2$, the characterization of the angle $\theta_j$ is $P(\theta)$ corresponding maximum angle. That satisfies condition $P_{th} = \max(P_{k_1}(\theta), P_{k_1+1}(\theta), \ldots, P_{k_2}(\theta))$). According $r_i$ and $\theta_i$ can get the characterization of the texture vector direction $\vec{r}_f$. For each texture vector summation can get $\vec{r}_f = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \vec{r}_i$ global vector. We approximate admit that the global vector angle is corresponding texture principal direction.

**Texture Principal Direction Algorithm**

The combination of these algorithms, the process which given texture image extraction global grain principal direction algorithm is as follows:

1. Input a texture image, wavelet maxima edge detection
2. Expansion maximum edge with threshold 3
3. Getting power spectrum image
4. Getting many groups of texture power vector with power threshold. Groups of vector modulus are superposition of power. In the group’s angle range, angle is corresponding to the maximum power angle. Finally, the power vector summation gets global power vector, and the angle is texture principal direction.

**Analyzing Simulated Results**

Figure 1 shows analysis image of wavelet maxima edge at different scales. Wood texture edge is clear without losing any main visual information on a scale of twenty. It has more details and noise obviously on a scale of ten. Edge information lost obviously on a scale of forty, and Dense ring will lost edge information on the scale, so the author used scale of twenty for wavelet analysis.

The main texture for 85 degrees ring texture and 70 degree nodules texture can directly been seen from figure 2a. There are more Noise points and the ring edge is implicit in figure 4b. After expansion on the threshold of three pixel, it can be seen visually identify the edge blending. Analysis data of image power spectrum in figure 3(using the image power on threshold of 80000) shows that the main texture direction is 85 degrees, the same as visual judgment.

Three main direction of texture visually identify three degrees are 70, 85, 140 in figure 4a. There are more noise points and can't distinguish ring edges in figure 4b. After distension treatment, ring edges can be obviously resolution. The 85 degree angle is implicit in Image power spectrum showed in figure 5. In figure 4, power spectrum is amplified greatly, after edge expansion in figure 4c. Three directions can be distinguished; principal direction for 142 degrees is completely consistent with visual judgment.
Conclusion

The proposed algorithm can effectively extract edge of wood texture, and for reasonable image fusion and extracting the global power vector in the power spectrum. Algorithm makes full use of the image texture feature. Not only maintain a good edge resolution, but take account of the image keeping characteristics of the whole texture direction.

The test result shows that the paper proposed global texture direction metric algorithm which can satisfy the higher accuracy requirement of man-machine texture recognition model.
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